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THE SCOOP
NE WT O N MO O RE E D UC AT IO N S UPPO RT C E NT RE

TAKE A PEEK!
F 1 - MOL L Y JONES
- 3
F 4 - ANGIE DAVIES
- 4
E7 - VAL ERIE WES TERN
- 5
ITEM - GIAN-F RANCA
JUL IAN - 10

WELCOME
PRINCIPAL JO VAN DER PL AS
Term two continued to be jam packed with activities, fun and
progress. As I have read through all the reports that the teachers
have been so diligently writing, I have been impressed with the
progress our students have shown and the exciting opportunities
they have had in the classroom.
From ANZAC day commemorations and artwork in week two,
some students even experienced what a soldier would have
eaten in the trenches to Wellness Week and finishing off with
Upper School camp.
We celebrated our Shining Knights with an early lunch and an icy
pole in the sun. Students were invited to be a Shining Knight if
they had good attendance and had consistently followed our PBS
expectations.
I have been lucky enough to sample the excellent cooking that
has been happening around the school from freshly made pasta
and meatballs, cakes, butter chicken and even nachos.
As we come to the end of a long 11-week term, I would like to
say a very big thank you to all the staff for your continued
efforts in supporting our young people in their learning. You all
do an amazing job and make this school a great place for our
students to come to each day.

G1
T E ACHE R ABBY F IT Z PAT RICK
This term, G1 students have had fun exploring
technologies during our STEM lessons. We
have made and coded some amazing Lego
robotics projects and had our very own 'robot
wars' with students' Edison robot creations.
We have also cooked up some delicious
recipes in cooking lessons!
During wellness week, we had fun decorating
cupcakes and delivering them to staff for
'Thankful Thursday'!

F1
TEACHER MOL L Y JONES
F1 have been working really hard this term in all
curriculum areas.
We have been working especially hard in English
to create a narrative based off the text ‘Meerkat
Mail’ by Emily Gravett. We have been using
Colourful Semantics and Talk 4 Writing to help us
along with our sentence structure and writing.
We've cooked up a storm on Fridays and have
created many tasty dishes, including: chicken
nuggets and pasta (from scratch). We even got to
decorate cupcakes for Mother’s Day earlier in the
term.
Prior to the students cooking their tasty dishes
they moved safely to the shops to buy all the
ingredients. They used manners when purchasing
their groceries and have even helped out some
community members by picking up dropped items
or catching run away trolleys.
Keep up the amazing work F1 and I can’t wait to
see what Term 3 brings.

F4
T EACHER ANGIE DAV IES
F4 had a really enjoyable wellness week. We
were able to spend time connecting with each
other, which has helped strengthen some of our
relationships. It was a well-deserved week of
activities including a visit to the wetlands,
marble run games, art, cooking and
experiments.
We are all looking forward to the winter break
and are getting excited about some of the
projects we are preparing for next semester,
that will include researching a country and
exploring space junk.
Keep warm and we'll see everyone in Term 3!

E7
TEACHER VAL WES TERN
This term, students from E7 have been visiting
Thommo's Community Garden as part of the
Work Ready programme where they've weeded
and prepared garden beds for planting
vegetables. Mr Howe visited our class earlier in
the term teaching us about workplace safety and
personal protective equipment.
In our ASDAN Work Awareness programme, we
have been researching indoor and outdoor jobs in
and around Bunbury, the types of skills needed to
perform these jobs and what health and safety
practices need to be followed.
We have also been cooking up a storm. We made
ANZAC biscuits and spaghetti and meatballs with
gluten-free and vegan options as well. This week,
we cooked mashed potatoes and steamed
vegetables to serve with our leftover meatballs
from our cooking lesson two weeks ago. Students
thoroughly enjoyed this meal, and it was a great
way to see how to make the most of leftovers.

E4
T EACHER MORGAN T OMS ET T
This term E4 have been exploring in the kitchen
by cooking different foods and experiencing
new tastes. Students enjoyed making sushi but
spreading the sticky rice was a challenge.
We have been having lots of fun in art and
some of our students have started work
experience out at the Thommos community
garden which they have really enjoyed.
We participated in learning around National
Sorry Day and created a group Sorry Day Sun to
commemorate and remember the mistakes of
the past.

GROUP 1
T EACHER MICHEL L E OF F ER
Earlier this term Group 1 took a break from all
the hard work we have been doing completing
ASDAN modules to enjoy a wellness activity.
Mrs Offer showed the students a film clip of
how to make stress balls out of balloons.
We then got busy blew up our balloons to
stretch them out and then used funnels to pour
cornflour into the balloons. This didn’t go as
well as planned. We used pencils and cutlery to
try to push the cornflour into the balloons, but
"POOF"….flour went everywhere!
Mrs Offer cheated by wrapping cornflour in
gladwrap and then inserting into the balloon.
But they came out too hard and not squishable.
Miss Renee’s stressball was perfect. Just the
perfect ratio of air, water and cornflour.
Perfectly squishable. Miss Renee helped
students achieve a better squishable texture.
At the end of the activity, we had a great
variety of balloon stressballs and a very messy
classroom. Most of us looked like we had been
rolling in a field of powder.
We're not sure if the cleaners still like us!

GROUP 2
T EACHER T IM S PIJKERS
This term, Group 2 has continued working hard on
their ASDAN Towards Independence Numeracy and
Communication programs.
These tasks have included handling data, managing
money, understanding and interpreting information as
well as preparing and making food.
We have also been engaging in STEM activities
including robotic lego, bicarbonate volcanos and
balloon-powered cars.
We are looking forward to Semester 2 which will see
Group 2 continue to take our learning out of the
classroom with our community access modules of the
ASDAN programs.
It has been a great start to the 2021 school year and
we are all looking forward to continuing our progress.

GROUP 3
TEACHER ELYECE ROBERTSON
GROUP 3 have had a very busy Term 2.
We are making our way through our ASDAN short
courses for English and Maths, as well as fine
tuning our life skills, engaging in current affairs
and news and having lots of fun along the way!
Students are having fun on their work placements
and enjoying the mindfulness from their Art
lessons.
Here are a selection of photos and a video of
some of our students hard at work in their
programs.

ITEM
T RAINE R AND AS S E S S OR
GIAN- F RANCA JUL IAN
The students at Item have been exploring
their creativity in enterprise projects as part
of the Towards Independence Craft Making
module.
Like all learning activities, the process of
structured creative enterprise encourages
students to tap into ‘soft-skills’ which are
essential to working independently – such as
communication/teamwork, planning and
organising, initiative and problem solving,
evaluation and reflection.
We’ve been looking at what great products
look like, how it evokes feeling and asking
“will customers buy this?.
We have been trying different techniques
with felting and paper to imagine new,
unique products, resulting in some beautiful
pieces. It’s not all hard work - The felting
process is loads of fun, energetic and a
shared experience. Student’s make a soapy
mess which lifts everyone’s mood.

These activities progress to evaluating their
project and learning how feedback from
others can help improve skill and
troubleshoot problems, further developing
the student’s ability to reflect on design,
what went well and what could be improved.
Even realising that even though they may not
have acquired the skill needed, they put
every effort into trying; or sometimes realise
it’s time to move onto something else.
The great thing about felting is that you can
start out with one idea and then watch it
transform into something.... fabulous!
Then, it’s time to get our creation ready for
sale.

WORKSHOP
T EACHER DAV E BARBOUR
This term in the workshop students have
continued to work on their individual
sculptures. The results have been amazing.
All students are working extremely hard and
should be congratulated on their results.

SPORT
T EACHER RAMONA T IMPANI
We have been playing many team sports in F6
including basketball, football and soccer.
E4 and C7 enjoyed playing a soccer game
together, it was fun!
Teamwork, participation, working together
towards the same outcome!

DRAMA
T EACHER MICHAEL DAL V EAN
A Ghost in the PAC?
My drama students all know that there was
something a bit spooky about the PAC a few
weeks ago.
It all started when we were working on using
our faces, voices and bodies to express
emotions. We role-played some different
emotions and situations to get practice
expressing emotions using dramatic methods.
Then, one afternoon, I was tying up my notes
after school and I noticed that it was dark
outside. A thunderstorm had come through
and, even though it was only early evening, the
sun was nowhere to be seen. I realised that
everyone had gone home and I was all alone.
But I kept typing because I wanted to organise
the drama lessons for the next week.
As I typed I began to notice a sound coming from
down the corridor. It sounded like someone crying. I
looked out the door and there I saw a ghost slowly
walking towards me. “What are you doing here ?”,
I asked.

“I’m not very good at being spooky so I’ve come
to you to learn how to use my ghost face, ghost
body and ghost voice to express spookiness”,
said the ghost.
“Well it’s against departmental rules to teach
ghosts. But I suppose I can make an exception”,
I said.
So, I showed the ghost how in drama we need
to use all our skills to express things. It’s not
good enough to just say “I’m spooky”. You have
to ‘act’ spooky by changing your voice, body
and face.
By the end of the session the ghost seemed to
be a bit spookier. He thanked me for my help
and disappeared down the corridor.
I didn’t see him again. But if you do happen to
see a ghost who is trying hard to be spooky,
please give him some encouragement by
reminding him how to "act" spooky by using
Michael’s acting methods.

